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Climate Change & The One World Government 

Posted on December 5, 2019 by State of the Nation 

 

 

The Global Criminal Conspiracy 

Hatched by the International 

Banking Cartel 

to Rule the World 

 

If there is a central pillar of the odious New World 

Order agenda, that was put in place to specifically foist a One World Government upon the planetary 

civilization, it is the utterly transparent Global Warming-cum-Climate Change hoax. 

How, pray tell, did the Global Warming meme get replaced with the Climate Change meme so quickly?  After all, 

you don‘t just re-brand such a massive meme overnight from Global Warming to Climate Change.  So, how did 

they do it? 

B I G   M O N E Y, that’s how! 

Now, with that crucial understanding, it will be fairly easy to unpack “The Global Criminal Conspiracy Hatched 

by the International Banking Cartel” that‘s behind the out-of-control Climate Change juggernaut. 

First, it‘s of paramount importance to know that the global marketing campaign, which has been promoting the 

Global Warming-cum-Climate Change hoax for many years is — BY FAR — the costliest ad campaign in world 

history.  There‘s nothing even close to the hundreds of billions of dollars which have been cynically spent on such 

a fraudulent international project. 

Whenever vast sums are liberally spent on the marketing and advertising of any flawed program (e.g. Green New 

Deal) or false theory (e.g. Global Warming) or deceptive warning (e.g. Climate Change) or fake conference (e.g. 

COP25) or covering up a defective product (e.g. Chemtrails), you know the New World Order globalist cabal is on 

a very serious mission indeed.  And so they are! 

 

REPORT FROM IRON MOUNTAIN 

There is perhaps no better place to start this exposé than the REPORT FROM IRON MOUNTAIN. 

However, even a close reading of that report will not allow the necessary leap of understanding to take place that 

occurs with the following insightful analysis. 

Report from Iron Mountain: How War Will Be Replaced By Environmental Destruction To 

Traumatize Humanity 

The critical point here is that a HUGE decision was made several decades ago by The Powers That Be to create a 

new bogeyman that all of humanity would be very afraid of. 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=666
http://stateofthenation.co/?author=1
http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=one+world+government
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=10890
http://themillenniumreport.com/2015/12/report-from-iron-mountain-on-the-possibility-and-desirability-of-peace/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2015/12/report-from-iron-mountain-how-war-will-be-replaced-by-environmental-destruction-to-traumatize-humanity/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2015/12/report-from-iron-mountain-how-war-will-be-replaced-by-environmental-destruction-to-traumatize-humanity/
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That bogeyman is, of course, the wildly unpredictable global environment, and especially catastrophic weather 

events and devastating climate trends.  Except that, what the globalists and their geoengineer henchmen 

conveniently left out of their duplicitous narrative is their advanced technological capabilities to weaponize the 

weather, manipulate the climate, trigger earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, as well as start ‗wildfires‘ that 

quickly morph into raging firestorms. For example, see: New World Order Globalist Cabal Throws More Fuel On 

The California Wildfires. 

Given this starting point, the final decision was made by the NWO cabal to alter the weather patterns so 

profoundly and pervasively that everyone would take notice.  They also shifted climatological trends so as to 

manufacture droughts and deluges, wildfires and mudslides, among other calamitous events at will. 

Where it all began 

The following excerpt from a previous exposé is essential reading as it explains how the Global Warming hoax 

really began. 

 

The Back Story: 
This is what TPTB did.  They saw that the planet had entered a period of natural and very gradual global 

warming.  This occurred during World War II when they had to track the weather very closely for wartime 

purposes.  The steady warming of the planet paralleled the same period when the Oil & Gas Industry really began 

to take off and the global population explosion first began.  At the time when the data really started to pour in, the 

warming was just a “small campfire” … this was early on, right after World War II.  Soon after they first made 

those observations about the slow warming of the planet, the decision was made to turn the little campfire into a 

raging wildfire.  They experimented with HAARP and used chemtrails and other advanced geoengineering 

technologies to ramp up the heat worldwide.  Eventually the wildfire of global warming was stoked sufficiently so 

that full-blown forest fires, brush fires and grass fires were jumping off anywhere and everywhere. In this way, the 

synthetic component of Global Warming was fabricated on top of a very real phase of planetary heating.  The next 

part of their plan was to fabricate the patently false narrative known as the human activity CO2-driven climate 

change scam. 

(Source: New World Order: Where Geoengineering Via HAARP and Chemtrails Meets The Global Carbon 

Control Matrix) 

The preceding explanation can be easily verified by examining the actual temperature data across the planet that 

has been recorded since 1900.  It will prove that, even prior to World War I, there was a slow and steady rise in 

temperatures which was not caused by geoengineering techniques as those had yet to be developed.  As soon as 

the NWO globalists saw this uptick in temps, they sought to capitalize on it via an utterly devastating form of 

disaster capitalism which continues unabated to this very day. 

Primary Goals of the New World Order agenda 

There are multiple goals of the NWO agenda, none of which are mutually exclusive, and all of which 

synergistically support the achievement of the others. 

The main objectives are as follows in order of priority: 

 

One World Government 

Governmental Ownership of All Natural Resources on Earth 

Absolute Control of the Weather and Climate Worldwide 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=130519
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=130519
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=15986
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=15986
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Complete Subjugation of the Global Population 

Establishment of a One World Currency, One World Religion, One 

World Language & One World Military 

 

In order to accomplish these ambitious goals, the globalists needed to first create a common enemy that all of 

humanity will coalesce around and rally against.  That formidable adversary is now called Climate Change. 

This is why the United Nations has been used by the same greedy cabal to advance so many initiatives to combat 

the ravages of their deliberately ramped up Global Warming during the last century. 

Agenda 21 and 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development are only two of numerous UN programs that were 

initiated to legitimize the NWO efforts to basically take over the whole world. 

 

International Banking Cartel 

The key cog in this nation-crushing juggernaut that‘s inexorably rolling across the planet is the International 

Banking Cartel. 

Let‘s face it: the entire civilization is controlled by money and hardwired with various currencies.  Whoever prints 

it, owns it, disseminates it, houses it, effectively controls the world.  In this way, the International Banking Cartel 

exerts virtually ironclad control over every government and corporation and NGO on Earth. 

Given the current institutional arrangements and interlocking directorships that prevail around the globe today, it‘s 

quite easy for the International Banking Cartel to fund and finance so many fraudulent initiatives to push the now 

overwhelming Climate Change agenda. 

Ultimately, within the commercial realm, the immediate goal is the economic commodification of every single 

resource on the planet, as well as the financialization of the weather and its many related offshoots. 

The Carbon Trade Exchanges are just one example of this quixotic drive to control and monetize every aspect of 

human existence.  Carbon credits and carbon offsets, carbon reduction schemes and carbon derivatives, emissions 

trading and greenhouse gas monitoring, as well as carbon footprint profiles are just a few of the phrases of the 

Third Millennium lexicon that have come to define our lives. 

The International Banking Cartel (IBC) routinely utilizes a massive and complex web of banking corporations, 

investment banks, hedge funds and brokerage houses to carry out their indispensable fiscal implementation plan.  

The IBC also had to enlist the services of countless other entities (e.g. university systems, think tanks, brain trusts, 

research institutions, charitable foundations, law firms, hospital systems, etc.) which were necessary to pull off 

such a convincing planet-wide hoax. 

http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=international+banking+cartel
http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=international+banking+cartel
http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=international+banking+cartel
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For example, what follows is a glimpse into how this process has evolved since the very beginning.  Remember, 

money is the ―oil and gas‖ without which the Climate Change juggernaut cannot run. 

 

Make no mistake. When the most influential multinational corporations, the world‘s largest institutional investors 

including BlackRock and Goldman Sachs, the UN, the World Bank, the Bank of England and other central banks 

of the BIS line up behind the financing of a so-called Green Agenda, call it Green New Deal or what, it is time to 

look behind the surface of public climate activist campaigns to the actual agenda. The picture that emerges is the 

attempted financial reorganization of the world economy using climate, something the sun and its energy have 

orders of magnitude more to do with than mankind ever could—to try to convince us ordinary folk to make untold 

sacrifice to ―save our planet.‖ 

(Source: How the Climate Change Hoax is Driven by BIG Money) 

Whatever the IBC incentivizes through so many get-rich-quick schemes and investment gimmicks, tax shelters 

and tax havens, penny stock scams and IPO shams, etc. can be used to effectively engage the man on the street, 

pensioner, middle class wage-earner or average citizen.  Once these folks are sufficiently invested in the numerous 

Climate Change cottage industries, they can be been easily corralled into the pen of compliance and political 

correctness.  So, even if these small investors don‘t believe in the Global Warming hoax, they will support it 

because of their own prospects for financial gain. 

Greta the Grinch & AOC the Jackass 

There‘s no better way to compel compliance with the 

tyrannical dictates of this draconian and rapidly 

emerging Climate Change regime than to set up cult 

figures who function as the boosters and/or gatekeepers 

for all the little people across the planet. 

Toward that end, the globalists have meticulously 

trained, mentored and mind-control programmed easily 

manipulated pawns such a Greta Thunberg and 

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez.  With each of these puppets, 

they have appealed to the English-speaking, white 

Caucasians with Greta as well as to the Spanish-speaking, 

brown people with AOC.  How stealthy is the IBC in 

their strategy to stampede everyone on all 7 continents 

over the Climate Change cliff. 

Geoengineering Is The Primary Cause Of Global Climate 

Change, Not CO2. 

KEY POINT: Don‘t get us wrong, the planet has been 

experiencing wild and wacky weather for decades now; 

however, it‘s the geoengineers who are primarily 

responsible for the unprecedented meteorological chaos.  

Hence, it can be stated with absolute certainty that:  

The upshot of the preceding key point, then, is that the globalists have quite cunningly employed the Hegelian 

Dialectic in their mission for planetary lockdown.  Nothing works so successfully as the 

Problem~Reaction~Solution MO where it concerns manufacturing consent for clandestine projects that are 

undertaken against the interests of We the People. 

Therefore, these misguided endeavours require cult-like figures who are used to manipulate the masses just as 

Greta and AOC have curiously been doing and ON THE VERY SAME TIMELINE.  How does that possibly 

happen except with highly purposeful design.  As follows: 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=662
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=27876
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=27876
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GRETAgate: Crisis Actor Greta Thunberg Takes Climate Change Fear-mongering to a Whole 

New Level 

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez: Literally a Communist Crisis Actor from the Rogue CIA’s Central 

Casting Selected to Promote the New World Order Agenda (Video) 

 

Now that both Greta the Grinch and AOC the Jackass have been thoroughly outed as the mind-controlled, MK-

Ultra Monarchs that they really are, it‘s much easier to see through their ruse.  However, the extraordinarily 

powerful and pervasive influence of the CIA‘s Mockingbird Media is still having its desired effects.  The decision-

maker perps at the top of the food chain (their stated goal is to reduce the global population down to 500 million or 

so) know all they have to do is con a critical mass of Climate Change believers. 

That‘s also why Planetary Pastor Al Gore was covertly conscripted to form the Church of Global Warming 

through the production of his fake documentary film—An Inconvenient Truth. (It‘s also why Gore was given the 

Nobel Peace Prize for shamelessly lying to everybody.)  That fallacious film was inconvenient alright … … … 

because the entire narrative was unequivocally false and fictitious.  Some perceptive observers have even surmised 

that Tipper divorced Al because of her refusal to go along with Gore‘s world-changing Global Warming stunt. 

 

Back to the ever-deceitful International Banking Cartel. 

Perhaps it is powerful banking families such as the Rothschild Crime Family that have the most to gain from the 

Climate Change scam.  There are many other Illuminati families who also stand to gain tremendously from this 

―Con of the Millennium‖ so We the People could be likened to Ali Baba and his fierce battles with the ―Forty 

Thieves‖. 

However, it is the Black Nobility crime syndicates, which originated in Northern Italy during the 13th century, that 

really started the type of predatory capitalism that has ravaged the world up to the present day.  For it was the 

banking and commercial centers of Venice and Genoa that provided the modern-day template for both predatory 

and disaster capitalism, which the Financial District in the City of London successfully carries out today 

worldwide. See: The Black Nobility, Venetian Maritime Empire & Modern British Banksters (Video) 

It‘s no wonder, then, that even Venice itself, once the capital of the Black Nobility banking families and world‘s 

first corporations, is under assault by Mother Nature.  Some have recently conjectured that the ―City of Canals‖ 

may not be around very long in view of the catastrophic flooding that was specifically geoengineered this past 

November to advertise the very worst effects of „Global Warming‟.  The following MSM news report even says so 

obliquely, of course: VENICE FLOODS GEOENGINEERED TO ADVERTISE ‗GLOBAL WARMING‘. 

The Doge of Venice was once the most powerful leader on Earth exerting Venice‘s maritime supremacy 

throughout the Mediterranean Sea and beyond.  When the Black Nobility moved their banking operations to Great 

Britain (London) and the Netherlands (Amsterdam) during the rise of the Elizabethan Era, they also took their 

business model known as The Corporation with them.* 

 

 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=128537
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=128537
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=118245
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=118245
http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=black+nobility
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=731
http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=36187
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“If ever the devil were to create 

the perfect entity by which to 

carry out his evil deeds and 

nefarious schemes, it would be 

The 

CORPORATION; for the 

Corporate Liability Shield 

emboldens 

it to carry out every evil 

imaginable under the sun” — 

SOTN 

(Source: WE THE PEOPLE VS. THEM THE CORPORATIONS) 

 

The British East India Company and Dutch East India Company were the first transnational corporations of their 

kind to deploy predatory capitalism with such ruthless efficiency.  Hence, it was only a matter of time before the 

descendants of the Babylonian Brotherhood and Phoenician Seafaring Empire conjured up the greatest money-

making scam in world history— The Green New Deal. 

 

KEY POINT: Really, how did AOC go from being a 28-year-old bartender to launching the absurd Green New 

Deal costing $51–$93 trillion over the next decade?!  Obviously, she was selected as the frontman for the whole 

charade having been chosen, first and foremost, as the premier American crisis actor for the ‗scariest ever‘ Global 

Warming show. 

 

Any production of this scope and magnitude requires oodles of cash.  Just think of how much it costs to constantly 

fund ―The Greatest Show on Earth‖ (read: Climate Change melodrama), and one that will likely never end in our 

lifetimes.  In point of fact, the IBC has already thrown so much money at this international project that they are 

financially unable to terminate the malevolent enterprise.  In fact, their losses would be so great if the abandoned 

the planetwide swindle that the Global Economic & Financial System would collapse in a day and a night. 

Truly, Climate Change now hangs like an albatross around the neck of every London bankster and New York City 

huckster so heavily invested are they all in this ―Flop of the Century‖ and ―Fiasco of the Millennium‖.  But don‘t 

tell them that though.  They‘re hellbent on assailing the world community of nations with one cataclysmic act of 

geo-terrorism after another in order to sell their ―Con Job of the Decade‖ during prime time. 

 

Conclusion 

So desperate is the NWO cabal to shove the Climate Change sham down our collective throats that they will stop 

at nothing.  The various episodes of GRETAgate have confirmed this in glowing color. See GRETAgate: While 

actor Thunberg makes you very afraid, big business is making loads of money 

There are several other items on the New World Order agenda which are being advanced by the ever-growing 

Climate Change racket that are beyond the scope of this exposé.  However, suffice it to say, it is the establishment 

of a One World Government that represents the capstone of their harebrained scheme.  This can only come about 

when sovereign nations everywhere cede their sovereign power and governmental control over to a supranational 

body just as the various countries of Europe did when they joined the despotic European Union super-state. 

https://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=99777
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=128521
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=128521
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Once national sovereignty and territorial integrity have been dissolved in favor of totalitarian global governance, 

it‘s only a matter of time before every cup of water, every plot of land and every breath of air is held hostage by 

the banksters.  For these and many other reasons, the International Banking Cartel (IBC) needs to be recognized 

as the terrible scourge of mankind that they truly are. 

If ever there was a menace to society down through the ages, it is the International Banking Cartel that even 

predates the Babylonian Brotherhood going back to the original slave drivers of Ancient Egypt.  There‘s very 

good reason why the histories of the major Western powers, especially that of Great Britain, France and the United 

States have always been intentionally disconnected from Egypt.  An astute researcher could ascertain the true 

source of those malevolent moneychangers and merchants whose only ambition was to rule the world. 

In the post-modern age, the success of this global IBC plan to rule every nation on Earth hinges upon the takeover 

of the American Republic by the NWO globalist cabal. Hence, the time to stop this madness is right now.  But first 

we must know who is the clandestine enemy within.  See: The Hidden Powers Behind the Destruction of America. 

Only when We the People understand that “the barbarians are inside the gate” can the necessary actions be taken 

to take back the country.  Only then can patriots respond appropriately to the incorrigible cabal of criminally 

insane psychopaths (read: globalists) who manufactured the climate chaos via geoengineering in the first place so 

they could foist a One World Government upon the entire planetary civilization. 

 

State of the Nation 

December 5, 2019 
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